AUTHORS PROVIDED BY THE TEXTS
FOOTNOTES:
Within the Hidden Texts has been placed numerous authors which are very heavy hints from Nostradamus to read what that
author had to say… One very clever method of speaking volumes (literally) using only one word… the author’s name
The omissions here include the years of studying Astrology
Certain examples are (in alphabetical order):

AGRIPPINA (Cornelius) "En Chiffre (Agrippina) chapter 14
ALCHEMYE List of Alkhemists key words
AL SUFI astronomi
ANDREW BASIAGO "CRONUS VISOR & Techno-realities by Christi Verismo
ANTON PARCS «Secret des Etoiles Sombres» Last March Of The Gods La Dernière Marche Des Dieux.
BEROSSUS – Oannes 3rd century BC
BIBLE Testament of Dan
CELTIC Encyclopaedia
CELTIC FLOW (River) MYTHS & LEGENDS. T. W. Rolleston
CELTIC TREE ZODIACS
CHANI the Elder. aka ''Bran'' and ''Michael'' in 4 62 1
CREMO Michael
DA VINCI
"Riddles"
Dr. Dan BURISCH (He Rod – J Rod)
Dr Fiona ELVIN Astronomy (after 2017 - a forum of her own)
Dr. NEUMANN (time travel)
EDDUR the Lays http://fax.libs.uga.edu/
EN.KI & The LOST TABLETS of UR, EN.KI’S LAMENT & the others
ENOCH, EZEKIEL
GEMATRIA
HISTORIES – Herodotus 1 40 3 One whose assignment requires history of Egypt
HREIDMAR MANUSCRIPT
ISAIAH whose words are parallel to those within the texts hidden by Nostradamus
JNO Cook(.net) (whose name appears as ''JNO SOL'' in the bottom line in the ONE MALE = Name Leo,
Menolea/electron being - book in the famous vignette with a lion's paw or a bear's paw holding the book
JOHN DEE ''Liba Primus'' and his Five Books of Angels
Linda Moulton-Howe (yes, she has a forum of her own in the texts)
MAZZAROTH/MIZRAIM the "Bible Tables" Miss Frances Rolleston
MICHAEL PRINCE/James Casbolt : the Dangers of Artificial Intelligence
MICHAEL PSELLUS – The Younger "CRONOGRAPHIA"
NOSTRADAMUS: Letters & Correspondence, the Lost Poems, Monstre D'ABUS, The Presages,
The Centuries: One to Twelve, Preface to Cesar, Epistle to Henri, the Lost Poems, The Book of Vignettes aka
'The Lost Book' painted by Cesar, Monstre d'ABUS and many other Manuscripts in private collections
OSMAN AHMED – "Hebrew Pharaohs of Egypt''
PORPHYRY Malchus – the astronomer b. ca 232AD – ''Porphyry's Pillar'' the Milky Way
PTOLEMY & the 48 Constellations
VINCA RUNES said to be over six thousand years old
RAVESTEIN (he of 15 different names) including TILETANUS "Confessionis sive docrtinae"
RUNIC SKIES A. Webber
SHIPTON, Cayce, and many others (Joe Brandt, AA Allen, Wm Branham).
SITCHIN "The Cosmic Code''
TELLINGER Michael
WALTER HUNT “Song in Stone”
Wes PENRE "PAPERS''
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1) Bible
2) AGRIPPINA (Cornelius)
Nostradamus guided Allan UUebber to read En Chiffre (Agrippina) chapter 14 which states:
“Concerning the bodies of Angels, there is a great dissension betwixt the late Divines, and
Philosophers; for Thomas affirms that all angels are incorporeal, yea evil angels, yet that they
do assume bodies sometimes, which after awhile they put off again…”
6:66 4 Terre trembler en Avril, mal enfouetz = Earth to shake in April – all of Earth
Terror [terrorists] Enter Fallen Emblem. Zeal Inflame Touuer MALL, liarz menu
UN-ERRABLE FELON, METE [provide] IR-REMUNERABLE [non replaceable]
METER [measure/count] ENUMERABLE TREBLE R (Draco – the triad)
Alminezur Label [chapter] Fourteen [of En Chiffre/bad angels].
(Alminezur = numeral iz 14). (En Chiffre is the mysterious ‘Henric’ of the quatrains) This is “direction” to
read Chapter 14 of Cornelius Agrippina. Allan Webber had discovered additional direction which led him to
the meaning of “Henric”. The body of Agrippina’s work in chapter 14 relates to “good” angels and “bad”
angels, and the fact that they can appear in any form – shape shift. (Noting the number of this quatrain)
64

3) CELTIC RIVER in the same quatrain 6: 4 which mentions Agrippina. In particular Celtic Myth by T Rolleston
CODES WITHIN CODES

Le Celtiq fleuve changera de rivaige
Plus ne tiendra la cite' d'Agripine:
Tout transmue' ormis le vieil langaige
Saturne, Leo, Mars, Cancer en rapine

The Celtic river will change its flow:
CELTIC knowledge & language clues
Plus [when] not applying the quote of Agrippina:
ROMAN/NORMA /LEO clues
All transmuted except the old language
Keeping the obsolete keys
Saturn, (time ) [in or from] Leo (sun), Mars (chaos/war), Cancer (date Ursa) in plunder

6 4 4 SMALL TIME RELATED OPENINGS IN THE HEAVENS DATING CANCER
Note: “ARMAGEDDON” is composed of: “ARM” obs. for in Gemini and Cepheus the king constellation (see 1: 10) MAR.GID.DO is
Ursa Major with whom the American military have had treaties and from whom Al Qaida is named. The CIA (which are run by Off
Worlders invented the name) from Al Kaid the main star in Ursa Major. Al Kaid was Canis Venaticus/Venatici – the Hunting Dogs

4) CHANI the Elder. See the Chani Project & the FUSE YEAR
“To help researchers get a time frame for when this merging of realities would occur, the Entity gave them "predictions" that served as
indicators for when the time was close. The Entity's abilities and accuracy were verified to researchers by predictions and indicators given
during the five years of the CHANI project which did eventuate (these are still classified).
The predictions didn't come all at once, but were obtained/spread over the duration of the research project. Although the Entity
was in the "now", he was able to see events in our timeline that he shared with the researchers. Some of these were a cosmic
sonic-boom event and changes to our Sun and Jupiter. All these predictions were to be used as a sequence of indicators
to identify the time (Fuse Year) when the big event (the Merge) would occur.
Nexus Magazine & godlikeproductions

5) DA VINCI

“the clouds, riven (divided) and (Dan in Scorpio) torn, swept along in the path of the wind, (wind is
“Ruach” a pseudonym for the arrival of En.lil/YHWH in Genesis 2) together with storms of sand blown up from the sea
(sea in the Alchemye List means that area of the constellations in which all the nautical named stars are including the
headwaters of Erid.anus from Aquarius) shores, and branches (including from Virgo, but branch also means DNA, and
see all the meanings of the word BRANCH) and leaves caught up by the irresistible fury of the gale and scattered
through the air, and with them many other things of light weight. The trees and shrubs should [would] be bent to the
ground, as though showing their desire to follow the direction of the wind, with their branches twisted (mutated DNA
or twisted in Virgo – the Earth?) out of their natural growth and their leaves tossed and inverted. (The leaves could mean
the land on Earth, and inverted would then mean “made upside down”) Of the men [“men” is obs. for Aquarius, thus
saying that Aquarius has fallen with Andromeda [garment] twisting around that area in the skies) who are there, some
should have fallen and be lying wrapped round by their garments (meaning either garlanded/October but ‘garment’ in the
Alchemye list is the stars of Andromeda) and almost indistinguishable (shapeshifters) on account of the dust,footnotes
[placed before our eyes] and those who are left standing should be behind some tree with their arms thrown round it
(arms means in Gemini and also means those from Cepheus which are part of the Second Coming, part of
ARM.MAR.GID.DA) to prevent the wind [Ruach/En.lil from dragging them away; others should be crouching on the
ground, their hands (hands plural means those from Leo) over their eyes (eyes means those from Orion) because of the
dustfootnote, their garments and hair (“hair” means those from Cassiopeia or Berenice) streaming in the wind
(Ruach/En.lil god of the air, skies and wind)
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Let the sea (those from Crane Crux/Grus Eridanus etc) be wild and tempestuous, and between the crests of its waves
(where it is calmer – means those of Tau Ceti in the Whale constellation, but is also a reference to the “fetch”
between waves, which is a key word for a time gate) it should be covered with eddying foam, and the wind [Ruach]
should carry the finer sprayfootnote (the disguise or the dust cloud left by Nibiru?) through the stormy [storm means
Alcyone in the Pleiades, said to be in alliance with the Ruach/wind/En.lil who is ‘lord of the air’ the YHWH] air after
the manner of a thick and all-enveloping mist. [The great Pall]
BRANCHES the mystery word capitalized in Century 1: quatrain 2
de Branches…from brancher
the Verb…connect up, to plug in
The same problem arises here that Erika Cheetham had –… the entire word is in capitals .
BRANCH in the obsolete tables HAS SEVERAL INTENTIONS:
ATHENE the branch who gives
ATUM: (Gemini) – Mercury the Messenger
BOUGH: the infant Branch was Coma – thought to have been the Star of Bethlehem.
Is also ASTREA in Virgo Bough (and an asteroid)
BRANCH of Cepheus held in his ARMS
BRANCH: held by Cepheus the crowned king. This is Thurisaz the sky rune, meaning standing at the gateway
BRANCH: held by Boötes the guardian of the flock
BRANCH: of the whale’s tail in Cetus Constellation in the south:
(said by Nostradamus to be come the new North Pole constellation)
BRANCHES – the Seer under Didymus the grammarian
BRANCHUS: SEER by Apollo…to be used here I believe as SEE-ER in 1: 2
BRANCHES of D.N.A.
GRACIOUS BRANCH: Lambadia, Mercy. Libra the balance
PALM BRANCH: held by Hercules the hero
PROCYON: the branch, Redeemer be, then in Gemini
SERPHA the branch – He the Desired
VIRGO: the seed to be borne (carried) to fruition:

"A virgin shall bear a son called the branch, the gloriously beautiful, who shall come down and have dominion.
He shall be desired and longed for, but also he shall be despised and be a sin offering.
He shall be pierced, but will also pierce.
He is the heretofore and the hereafter.
He will come suddenly to rule, subdue, govern and tread under foot". Mazzaroth/Mizraim – the first message
And see the SECOND COMING
So now you see how just one word can convey so many pertinent consistent intentions

6)
7)
8)
9)

Dr. NEUMANN (time travel) & Dr. Dan BURISCH (He Rod – J Rod)
EDDURS the Lays http://fax.libs.uga.edu/ The Viking Sagas, with its Cassiopeian 'gods'
EN.KI & The LOST TABLETS of UR & EN.KI’S LAMENT (and The Cosmic Code by Z. Sitchin)
JNO Cook(.net] Saturnian Cosmology. The advice to read JnoCook came from the words

on the page of the
same book which other words appeared, namely “ONE MALE” in one of the vignettes of Cesar de Nostredame.
10) JOHN DEE and his Five Books of Angels these were 40 angels which visited John Dee (contemporaneous
with Nostradamus) providing John Dee with an alphabet – the same writing which appeared in the Pleiadian
crop circle of July 25th 2010 which can be seen in the forum NOSTRADAMUS & THE ANGELS
11) MAZZAROTH/MIZRAIM by Miss Frances Rolleston: The astronomical ciphers hidden in the Bible
12) Wes PENRE “In his essay, 'Between the Devil and the Returning Rock' Dr. A.R. Bordon of LPG-C suggests that
Reagan may have been talking about the incoming Ša.AM.e, (which we know as the Anun.nakim) which makes
sense as things seem to be unfolding, if we also take Lord Utu's [the Anu Hero] statement into account”.
13) RAVESTEIN (he of 15 different names) who wrote about the evil Prince of Dark Men (a negro from Sirius)
which subject Tiletanus/Ravestein raised trying to warn the Pope about them not being real Archangels…
TILETANUS = aka Ravesteyn (Ravestein 1506 – 1570 a coincidence that he was contemporaneous with Nostradamus?) works
include: "Epistola Ven. Patri Laurentio Villavincentio", against Baianism; “was the comma… to be placed after intento or after
possent, the meaning being reversed accordingly as the comma came after the one or after the other word”? Thus asked the pope
evading the issue at hand: that of Other Worlders
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In the template of the Hidden Texts appear several other lines which refer to TILETANUS – …It is to be pointed out that the
word can be broken into ANU, (the Anun.nakim) T (is the sky rune for Ursa Major central their primary stronghold) TILES
(for the False Rapture) – they have Maya numerals on them and are meant to be given out to those in the “queue”. In reality
these people will be taken to the “piggery” in the sky, says Nostradamus ~ the “elect ” will not have to queue for the real
event of “being lifted up”.
Herein is the difference between those Off Worlders who are doing the false rapture (the
Siriac in league with certain Anu…The Mayan numerals on the tiles give this one away, because Quetzal.coatl is an Anu.nakim)
and those who genuinely come to help – from the Pleiades, Arcturus and Tau Ceti. It will be the craft they arrive in which
will give away …any false shapeshifters pretending to be cat eyed tall blond Dal, the “Nordic” Plejaren or Tau Cetis. See the
“SUMMARY OF NORDICS” at the end of PESTILENCES & RADIATION with another to be added – The benevolent UMMO
The dangerous craft are those shaped like a rectangle, Roman Candles or cylinder, and the jellyfish or animalistic craft.
The cylinder not to be confused with the cigar shaped craft of the Tau Cetis
Footnotes:
RAVESTEIN (aka 14 other names) from 8 6 2 TILETANUS SUB-LITERATE SUB-TITLES; FALSE LATIN means hidden codes are within

(1)
stri
quidam contra varias & inanes cavillationes mat flacci illyrici apologia seu defensio (1)
anae illius et pestilentis confessionis (1)
(1)
Augustanae
Confessioni se assentiri profitentur, succincta confutatio (1)
1
Confessionis sive docrtinae, 2quae nuper edita est a ministris, qui in Ecclesiam Antwerpiensem irrepserunt & Augustanae
confessioni se assentiri profitentur, 3succinta confutatio... 2. ed. auctior & castigatior: Accesserunt duae orationes in scholis
theologicis... (1)
the phrases in dark red have been anagrammed – at the end
stri
quidam) contra varias & inanes cauillationes Mat. Flacci Illyrici, apologia seu defensio. Authore Ivdoco Ravesteyn ... (1)
Illyrici,
apologia seu defensio ... (1)
-sancti Concilii Tridentini, quae quidem ad religionem
et doctrinam christianam pertinet, adversus censuras et examen Martini Kennitij... pars prima [-altera]... (1)
1
Confessionis sive docrtinae…
dissociate, fine conversions (Earth’s orbit) concession; is sensitive road
2
quae nuper edita est a ministris
MEDITERRANEAN SEA QUITS – IT IS UP … (just as Da Vinci & Nostradamus said)
3
succinta confutatio...
act is continuous act - caution, focus intact [the Earth]
These are the only subtitles worked here. See the results in later pages
Confessionis sive docrtinae…
Iƒ [is] SOCIETIES CONVERSIONS [in] DAN [Scorpio]

14) VINCA RUNES as a guide for finding the meaning of “out of place” cipher letters in the template
15) PTOLEMY & the 48 CONSTELLATIONS (now obsolete) but used as ciphers in the texts.

The number 48 can be divided by 12 which is an Anu concept. The Anun.nakim [as we call them] lay claim to the
placement of the Zodiac constellations of 12, (13 is only a lunar cycle) which is really saying they had placed the Earth
within the station amongst the zodiac “road” sign posts.

16) CELTIC TREE ZODIACS as a guide for finding the month & days provided by key words in the template
17) Andrew Bassagio CRONUS VISOR & Michael Prince/James Casbolt THE DANGERS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Although I have not come across their names in the Template of the Hidden Texts, they were both verified by
way of words they used. In the case of Bassagio – out of the blue I received an email from him with just two
words on it. They were CRONO VISOR. I knew I had seen the word VISOR so I went looking at those lines to
find the other word. Sure enough, in no less than 47 lines was the word CRONUS in the same line as VISOR!
For me, this type of validation cannot be questioned, so for Bassagio and his parameters, there is truth within.
“MANNEQUIN – The Dangers of Looking Glass and Artificial Intelligence” by James Michael Casbolt also subtitled “The Life & Times of Michael Prince”… while reading the first pages of this I almost cast it aside- before
I stumbled on theses words in the same sentence. Aldebaren and sexual torturers. This brought to my mind
the same words in the Template “ALDEBAREN : SEXUAL ROGUES” along with a description of them by both;
that is: thick barrelled chest, or in the case of Nostradamus CAUDEX which means “thick trunk”… (and “tail”)
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When I see this type of validation, between someone in my timeline saying they have experienced an episode
which I know is couched in the Template of the Hidden Texts (something I did not construct) from Michel de
Nostredame the most famous abductee of the last 500 years – I can only accept it as given.
18) SHIPTON, CAYCE, ISAIAH, ENOCH, EZEKIEL and many others.
In the case of Ursula Shipton who was contemporaneous with Da Vinci, Dee, Nostradamus & Ravestein,
those other prophets from former [Biblical] times and Cayce who was alive in the twentieth century; they
all without exception had the exact same message to send to us.
How could this be?
There is only one answer – a time portal. The next question becomes: from whom?
In the following forums (a word used by Nostradamus, meaning a collection of ideas) – we will find out.
19) WALTER HUNT “SONG IN STONE”

with its insights into Rennes le Chateau, Rosslyn (Rose Lane) and time portals, written as fiction.
It is to be kept in mind that the Alchemye List is very old and that “Rose” was a key word for the time gates as were
Acorn, Oak, Lily and a very large number of other words..
19) MICHAEL PSELLUS – ca 1055AD "CRONOGRAPHIA" in which discussions on quantum mechanics is fully
understood

20) FIONA ELVIN – Astronomer
21) ANTON PARKS
1. Karmapolis - Anton Parks et le secret des étoiles sombres
www.karmapolis.be/pipeline/anton_parks.htm
Translate this page

Anton Parks, auteur autodidacte de nationalité française, a écrit avec le
«Secret des Etoiles Sombres»
le premier tome d'une trilogie surprenante parce qu' ...
Project Pegasus - Home
www.projectpegasus.net/

Jul 28, 2013 - This is the web portal to receive news and information about
Andrew D.Basiago's quest to lobby the US government to disclose its teleportation ...
Project Pegasus / Nikola Tesla Teleportation Technology - Andrew ...
► 66:43► 66:43

www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMNKUVKPefM

Sep 3, 2013 - Uploaded by Alien UFO Disclosure
Project Pegasus / Nikola Tesla Teleportation Technology - Andrew D.Basiago Attorney Andrew D. Basiago ..
1. The Fake Second Coming - TechnoRealities / What Is Going On In ...
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/.../fakesecondcoming.htm

The Russian Space Program · The Space Shuttle Attacks · Nazis In America ·
Secret Colonization Of The Moon And Mars · Dulce · Scientology And Aliens.

3 61 3 FEEL PROCURED – FLEUU LEAPING MAP
9 1 3 ORB INTRUDES – SOURCE UNITED CODES
8 70 4 TIME PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP, HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE
1 89 3 URSA MINOR MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES [stargate] INVADER
2 42 [they] TOLERATED DR UP – MONDAY IN AUTUMN
UUROTE: LET ADOPT MANUAL VOYEUR TODAY (9/11)
4 50 1 SEER RELIES SPHERE'S HELP RARER LIBRARIES
8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT
8 65 3 SLENDER ANDROID INITIATE
Android is UUilliem52, a J-Rod
8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie Land dreadful and black of aspect
TIME PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP
RIDE ON HIS OTHER SPHEROID MOONSHIP ISON
MENTION EMOTIONS, HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE IONS
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